New England
Elm City Lager
Named after New Haven’s nickname: the Elm City
(but not to be confused with Elm City Connecticut
Ale!) It is a true German Pilsner: crisp, refreshing,
pronounced. Perfectly balanced pilsner malt made
with all German ingredients and Hallertaur hops. It
is a perfect compliment to a hot summer’s day! It’s
definitely not your grandfather’s beer, but it’s what
your grandfather’s beer was trying to be. A must
have!
Self-Defined Style: German
Pilsner
Specifications
Strength (ABV): 5.0% ABV
Best With: Excellent with grilled shrimp, fish,
or chicken

New England
Sea Hag IPA
This one's a beauty; a rich and full-bodied
India Pale Ale with complex malt character,
blended with cascade and noble hops. The
end result is a beer that satisfies the "hop
head" out there and won't chase away the
newcomer. Drink it. It's good
Self-Defined Style: India Pale Ale
Strength (ABV): 6.2% ABV
.
Best With: Exceptional with spicy cuisine,
including Mexican or Caribbean fare, as
well as curry spiced Indian dishes

New England
668 Belgian Golden Ale
“Good fences make good neighbors . . . unless
you live next door to Satan. Then you may need
something more than a fence to accept that your
neighbor is the Prince of Darkness; like our
“668.” This HELLaciously delicious Belgian Ale
is brewed with pilsner malts, candi sugar and
blended with American and German hops
Bright golden amber with a small white head of
lace on top one finger in depth. Very cloudy
and hazy very light, and very bright with the
first initial smell being of light yeast and wheat
that has a nice little edge of fresh grass to it.
Belgian Pale Ale
9.00 % ABV

New England
Ghandi Bot Double IPA
Gandhi - Bot is an intensely hopped Double
India Pale Ale brewed with a blend of three
varieties of American Hops. 85 ibu’s this beer is
brewed for those of us who need an aromatic
and flavorfully hopped beer
This is hopped up like the best of them but so
well balanced and almost deceivingly smooth.
Tons of hop flower power, with some extreme
citrus and pine as well as a bit of resiny flavor
that comes from all those hop oils. A little dry in
the finish but goes well with the crispness that
this puts on your tongue
ABV: 8.8%
IBUs: 85

New England
Wet Willy Scotch Ale
Creamy full-bodied slow-sipping oakaged wee heavy brings wafting peatsmoked single-malt Scotch sweetness
to brown-sugared fruit-candied
affluence. Chunky yeast sediment
settles near bottom of turbid brown
body, thickening syrupy molasses
richness, chewy raisin-pureed cherrybruised fig-honeyed fruiting and
warming port-bourbon illusions.
Butterscotch, oaken vanilla, and
cinnamon-spiced apple upsurge round
out alcohol-whirred paragon.
10.5% ABV

New England
Imperial Stout Trooper
Brewed in a brewery not too far away
and not too long ago... Imperial Stout
Trooper is a full bodied stout with a
majestic blend of seven different malts
and Northern Brewer hops
Appearance: Pours a thick looking midnight
brown with a 1/2 inch of dense tan head.
Aroma: Roasted coffee, dark chocolate,
roasted nuts and a little bit of booze.
Taste: Roasted coffee, dark chocolate, wood
smoke, spicy hops, and more layers of
chocolate.
Mouthfeel: Silky and sticky and smooth

8.5% abv

